
Armani/Casa is the expression of Giorgio Armani’s own 
vision of the home as an intimate but sophisticated set-
ting with an atmosphere of comfort and harmony.

A Byword for Elegance and Style



Established in 2000, Armani/Casa 
exudes the same sense of understat-
ed luxury as Giorgio Armani’s fabled 
fashion collections, fusing Art Deco 
glamour with oriental style and lus-
trous materials. 

A “Home Couture” 
Universe with 
Everything from 
Furniture to 
Wallpaper



Minimal style, simple lines, and perfect proportions, enriched by elegant materials and 
finishes for a sophisticated atmosphere.

Armani/Casa Decor Design



Giorgio Armani created this pyramid-shaded lamp for his own design studio in 1982. 
When he launched Armani/Casa in 2000, Logo appeared to be the first product of the Armani/Casa 
collection, becoming the undiscussed icon of Armani/Casa.
 

The Iconic Logo Table Lamp 





Combine bar storage and statement décor with the introduction of limited-edition bar cabinets. 
A tailored space for your wine, spirits, cocktail ingredients and barware.

The Iconic Armani/Casa Bar Cabinet Collection





Every object, plate and glass is the depiction of a skilful dexterity that creates absolute delights to 
have in the home. 

 

Small Forms of Luxury: 
Armani/Casa Accessories





Refined, sophisticated and minimalist, a collection of beautifully crafted wallcoverings characterized 
by refined designs with an oriental flavor, inspired by nature and stones, made with precious materi-
als designed to give spaces a sophisticated allure and an elegant decorative signature.

Armani/Casa’s Wallpaper Collection





Exclusive textiles by Rubelli weave ancient artisanry and contemporary design, transforming innova-
tive and high-performance fabrics into works of art.
 

Exclusive Textiles Collection by Rubelli





“Between the East that enchants me and the West where I belong, I take the similar-
ities and turn them into furniture and decor to give rooms a profound sophistication 
and timeless elegance.”

-Giorgio Armani-
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